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Abstract. eLTER was a ‘Horizon 2020’ project with the aim of advancing the development of long-term ecosystem research
15

infrastructure in Europe. This paper describes how eLTER Information System infrastructure has been expanded by a climate
service data product providing access to specifically pre-processed regional climate change scenario data from a state-of-theart regional climate model ensemble of the COordinated Regional Downscaling EXperiment project (CORDEX) for 702
registered ecological research sites across Europe. This tailored, expandable, easily accessible dataset follows FAIR principles
and allows researchers to describe the climate at these sites, explore future projections for different climate change scenarios

20

and make regional climate change assessments and impact studies. The data for each site are available for download from the
EUDAT Collaborative Data Infrastructure B2SHARE service and can be easily accessed and visualised through the Dynamic
Ecological Information Management System - Site and Dataset Registry (DEIMS-SDR), a web-based information
management system which shares detailed information and metadata on ecological research sites around the globe. This paper
describes these data and how they can be accessed by users through the extended eLTER Information System architecture.
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The data and supporting information are available from B2SHARE. Each individual site (702 sites are available) dataset has
its own DOI. To aid data discovery, a persistent B2SHARE lookup table has been created which matches the DOIs of the
individual

B2SHARE

record

with

each

DEIMS

site

ID.

This

look

up

table

is

available

http://doi.org/10.23728/b2share.bf41278d91b445bda4505d5b1eaac26c (eLTER EURO-CORDEX Climate Service, 2020).
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1 Introduction
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Long-term ecosystem research (LTER) is a key component of global efforts to better understand the structure and functions of
ecosystems and their response to environmental, societal and economic drivers (Nolan et al., 2018). This should help to
maintain these ecosystems and allow for a sustainable use of ecosystem services. LTER-Europe (LTER-Europe, 2020) is the
formal European regional group (Mirtl, 2010) of the global ILTER network (Mirtl, 2018). eLTER was a flagship project for
LTER-Europe to advance the development of LTER infrastructure in Europe. It comprised 26 countries and around 450 field
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sites, where LTER research and monitoring was undertaken. Funded through the Horizon 2020 programme, this project ran
from 2015 to 2019 (CORDIS, 2020a) and is continued through another Horizon 2020 project “eLTER Plus” (runtime from
2020 to 2025; CORDIS, 2020b) which aims to develop eLTER as a formally recognised ESFRI Research Infrastructure (RI).
A major goal of LTER is to provide long-term, reliable and quality controlled data for scientific analysis as well as the
assessment of environmental policy impacts. The eLTER Information System (eLTER Information System, 2020) provides a
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common information management infrastructure for making environmental data from distributed resources (it’s contributing
national networks) available and accessible for users in accordance with FAIR principles (Wilkinson et al., 2016). eLTER has
designed, implemented and operates a federated data infrastructure (Fig. 1), with data stored in existing partner data systems,
harmonised by a central discovery portal and federated data access components. Its components (eLTER Information System,
2020) include:

45



A metadata editor and catalogue (DEIMS-SDR, Dynamic Ecological Information Management System – Site and
Dataset Registry) which allows users to create, publish and share information on (research) sites, (data collection)
activities, datasets and sensors (Wohner et al., 2019; DEIMS-SDR, 2020).



A common controlled vocabulary (EnvThes) which harmonises the terminology used to describe data shared within
eLTER (EnvThes, 2020).
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The Data Integration Portal (DIP) which enables users to discover, visualise and access data from multiple sites and
sensors (DIP, 2020).



A Central Data Node (CDN) which allows users to register time series data services and upload data. Once this
upload is completed, these data can be visualised and accessed through Sensor Observation Service (SOS) clients
such as the eLTER DIP (CDN, 2020).

55

The eLTER Information System complies with the EU INSPIRE regulations (INSPIRE, 2020) by providing metadata in
dedicated metadata formats and providing data using Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standard Web Feature (WFS), Web
Mapping (WMS), Web Coverage Services (WCS) and Sensor Observation Services (SOS) as well as dedicated services for
certain subsystems (SparQL for the EnvThes; Rest-API for DEIMS-SDR).
The eLTER Information System infrastructure has been expanded to offer a complementary climate service data product that
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specifically addresses the needs of the ecological research user community working in the LTER context. This climate service
provides open access to time series of regional climate projections from the latest state of the art EURO-CORDEX (EURO2
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CORDEX, 2020) regional climate model (RCM) ensemble (Jacob et al., 2014; Jacob et al., 2020) for time spans up 1950 to
2100 at the site level for 702 DEIMS-registered ecological research sites located in Europe - this includes all the eLTER sites.
These are discoverable through DEIMS-SDR and are freely available for download by users from the EUDAT B2SHARE
65

service (Ardestani et al., 2015). This paper describes these data and how they can be accessed by users through the eLTER
Information System architecture.

2 Data
The eLTER regional climate scenario data (eLTER EURO-CORDEX Climate Service, 2020) are based entirely on an
ensemble of regional climate model (RCM) simulations from the World Climate Research Programme’s (WCRP, 2020)
70

Coordinated Regional Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) (Giorgi et al., 2015; Gutowski et al., 2016; CORDEX, 2020)
project and its European initiative EURO-CORDEX (Jacob et al., 2020). CORDEX RCM results are publicly and freely
available through a global system of federated data centres which form the largest archive of climate data world-wide, the
Earth System Grid Federation data nodes (Cinquini et al., 2014; for example ESGF node, 2020 is one of its access points).
The EURO-CORDEX RCM ensemble data made available through the eLTER information system consist of dynamically
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downscaled CMIP5 (Taylor et al., 2012) global climate model (GCMs) simulation results for the historical time span up to
2005 based on observed greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations and simulation results for the future time spans based on
different GHG concentration trajectories, the representative concentration pathways (RCPs) (Moss et al., 2010). EUROCORDEX is one of the most extensive and state-of-the-art RCM ensemble datasets of this kind, dynamically downscaling a
wide range of the CMIP5 GCMs and the most widespread RCPs (Jacob et al., 2014; Jacob et al., 2020). Three different RCPs
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(RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) are considered, each of them having a different number of ensemble members (i.e., individual
RCM runs) available. The current version 1 of the eLTER regional climate scenario data consists of 6 ensemble members for
RCP2.6; 14 ensemble members for RCP4.5; and 14 ensemble members for RCP8.5. As the number of EURO-CORDEX
ensemble members on the ESGF data nodes grows continuously, the base datasets and the eLTER data product have to be
expanded continuously in further dataset versions (see Sect. 10).
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EURO-CORDEX RCM simulation results have been used and tested extensively in recent years in various evaluation studies
(e.g., Kotlarski et al., 2014; Vautard et al., 2013; Knist et al., 2017; Prein et al., 2016) and regional climate change assessments
(e.g., Jacob et al., 2014). The CORDEX ensemble is the most comprehensive coordinated regional climate change dataset
generated so far (Gutowski, 2016). Validation studies such as Kotlarski et al. (2014) for the EURO-CORDEX ERA-Interim
reanalysis driven evaluation simulations show good agreement with observations. The added value of the 12km model runs,
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for example in the reproduction of precipitation properties with reference to coarser resolution runs, is assessed in Prein et al.
(2016); and regional climate scenario ensemble validation studies, for example to investigate the regional climate change and
also changes in extremes over Europe is explored in Jacob et al. (2014). The EURO-CORDEX data are a basis for many
national regional climate change assessments (e.g., Kjellström et al., 2016; Rössler et al., 2019).
3
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It should be noted that regional climate modelling downscaling and impact modelling chains are characterised by large inherent
95

total uncertainties. These are due to the RCPs used, the GCM, the RCM (or statistical downscaling), post-processing methods
(incl. bias adjustments), and the impact model; the models have structure and parameter uncertainty, bias-adjustment methods
may be prone to instationarities of their parameter settings, and natural variability also contributes to total uncertainty (e.g.,
Bosshard et al., 2013; Christensen and Kjellström, 2020; Her et al., 2019; Kundzewicz et al., 2018). Decomposing the total
uncertainty of a GCM-RCM dynamical downscaling modelling chain into its different sources and contributions, for example
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Christensen and Kjellström (2020) show that the GCM has a large influence on the climate change signal, while the choice of
RCM impacts results e.g. in mountainous areas considerably; Sørland et al. (2018) show that modelling chain errors are not
additive, but that RCM can reduce biases inherited by the GCM. Littel et al. (2011) provide an overview on the interplay of
the different sources of uncertainty in using impact modelling chains in ecology.
Data from CMIP6 (Eyring et al., 2016) GCM-driven RCM simulations will most likely form a further base dataset in a future
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version of the eLTER regional climate scenario data. Also, data from high-resolution convection-permitting regional climate
model experiments at spatial resolutions below 4km show added value through a more realistic reproduction of many
meteorological processes (e.g., Prein et al., 2015). But due to their computational cost, such ensemble datasets are still mainly
focussing on smaller spatial domains and fewer GCMs, which are dynamically downscaled, such as in the UK Climate
Projections (Kendon et al., 2019), or the ensemble experiments are run not only for sub-continental domain, but also for time
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slices, as in CORDEX Flagship Pilot Study on Convective phenomena at high resolution over Europe and the Mediterranean
(Coppola et al., 2018).
The eLTER regional climate scenario data were extracted from an ensemble of EURO-CORDEX RCM simulations for 702
DEIMS-SDR registered European ecological monitoring sites that are covered by the EURO-CORDEX EUR-11 (12 km spatial
resolution) RCM focus domain. The coordinates for these sites were obtained from DEIMS-SDR and are shown in Fig. 2.
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Time series for all these sites were extracted, irrespective of how close they were to each other, from the generic model grid,
providing an ensemble of past and future regional climate data for that site (with various limitations and constraints – see Sect.
6).
For each RCP, 8 near surface variables (Table 1) were retrieved from the ESGF data node, and made available per site. These
variables are a subset of those available from EURO-CORDEX (more than 60 variables are available; CORDEX variables,
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2020) but the eight that were chosen are commonly used to assess regional climate change, extremes and as input data to
impact assessment and modelling. The timespan of the RCM simulations used is up to 151 years, from 1950 to 2100. For
1950 to 2005 observed GHG concentrations are used in the control simulations and for 2006 to 2100 the driving CMIP5 GCMs
use the GHGs from the RCPs. For ease of use, the daily time series of the historical and the projection time spans are
concatenated to form a single, up to 151-year long time series, albeit not all RCMs cover the complete timespan from 1950 to

125

2100. The spatial resolution of the RCM base data from which the time series are derived is about 12 km. In addition to the
original daily temporal resolution as retrieved from the ESGF data nodes, all time series are also provided as monthly and
yearly time series. Detailed notes about how to use these data, and their limitations and constraints, are found in Sect. 6.
4
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3 Data visualisation and basic diagnostics
Based on the time series data (for each site, RCM ensemble member, RCP, and variable, regional climate change is described
130

through pre-processed descriptive statistics and typical visualisations. These visualisations provide an assessment on longterm mean regional climate change and on the ensemble spread per individual site. The box plots (Fig. 3) show and example
of seasonal and annual near (2021-2050) and far (2069-2098) future changes with reference to the historical time span (19712000). These visualisations are made available through DEIMS-SDR (see Sect. 5).

4 Data storage
135

Pre-processed RCM data are provided via the EUDAT B2SHARE service (B2SHARE, 2020).

B2SHARE

provides

researchers a solution for storing and sharing small-scale research data from diverse contexts. It can handle research data in a
single file and distributed data across multiple files. The research data and additional metadata are stored in one record. While
creating a record the user is able to fill in the (community specific) metadata.
B2SHARE is a long-term, persistent open-access research data storage infrastructure hosted at the Jülich Supercomputing
140

Centre (JSC, 2020), one of the three national Supercomputing centres in Germany. Each submitted B2SHARE record and each
file within the record is provided with a PID (persistent identifier). The record is additionally provided with a DOI. Changes
in the uploaded data are versioned and every version has its own PID and DOI.
The time series data are made available on an individual file basis, i.e., per site, variable, RCP, temporal aggregation, file type,
and RCM ensemble member. This detailed level of granularity was chosen to allow maximum flexibility for all usage scenarios
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and also allow for an expansion of the dataset in terms of number of variables, number of ensemble members and number of
sites in the future. A guiding principle was the requirement of the eLTER data users for site-specific, detailed data that are
easy to use and integrate into existing analysis or modelling workflows.
The basic file format used is netCDF4; the nc files contain the unaltered original metadata following the CMOR standard for
data provenance tracking plus a global history attribute which provides a record of the processing. In addition, basic ASCII
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text files with tabulated data (format: year, month, day, time, value) are also provided, which allow for an immediate import
into spreadsheet software tools. For studies which require data from many sites, combined site and ensemble data in a single
netCDF may provide better usability. To avoid having too many files per site; to improve the efficiency of data handling,
retrieval and storage; and to prevent users from selecting individual ensemble members instead of the full ensemble provided,
the ensemble members per variable (x8), RCP (x3), temporal aggregation (x3) and file type (x2) are stored together in a
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compressed zip archive. Each zip file contains the same pdf file with supporting information on the data, advice on how to use
them, a discussion on their limitations, contact details, versioning and licensing information, a change log, and a disclaimer.
Hence, altogether 144 zip archive files are provided per site and for each site one B2SHARE record, a so-called deposit, is
created (Fig. 4). As files are automatically staged, each record is assigned a unique B2SHARE identifier (PID) and a DOI.
These B2SHARE records are also automatically versioned.
5
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DEIMS-SDR creates persistent and unique identifiers for each site using Universally Unique Identifiers (UUID; Version 4).
A persistent, resolvable and unique identifier (DEIMS.ID) for each site is created using the base url of DEIMS-SDR and the
issued UUID. These DEIMS.IDs have been integrated into the data processing workflow for the regional climate scenario
datasets. They are included in the file names of the zip files containing the ensemble member files, the individual data files,
the graphics file names and the visualisations to ensure that these files are always clearly attributed to the correct monitoring
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site. All data files within the zip archive file follow the CMOR-based data reference syntax from EURO-CORDEX plus the
site UUID and encoded processing information. This naming scheme ensures that file names are always unique (example
available in Fig. 4). Even with individual ASCII files, which do not contain any metadata, data provenance can be derived.
This strict naming convention allows for an efficient usage of the large number of files through automatically generated file
lists, however it does create long file names (see Sect. 6 for information on how to handle these).
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5 Data dissemination
The eLTER RCM datasets can be found through either a search on B2SHARE or via DEIMS-SDR - using DEIMS-SDR is the
preferred mode of access. DEIMS-SDR is a web-based portal describing a wide range of sites including their location, facilities,
research themes and data availability around the globe (Wohner et al., 2019). A DEIMS-SDR site search (DEIMS-SDR, 2020)
allows users to discover information about the site and view the climate scenario data visualisations for the site (Fig. 5) and
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links to download these data from B2SHARE. The DEIMS-SDR site map (DEIMS-SDR site map, 2020) (Fig. 6) can also be
used to explore the data. Users can select a site of interest from this map viewer and click ‘Show more details’ to view a popup window that provides links to the visualisations and data from B2SHARE, as well as information about the site and other
data that might be available. The current dataset is released as version 1. Further releases are planned, which could expand the
number of ensembles available and further technical properties (see Sect. 7 and Sect. 10).
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Given the number of datasets available (data are available for 702 individual sites), a persistent B2SHARE lookup table has
also been created to aid data discovery which matches the DOIs of the individual B2SHARE record with each DEIMS site ID
(eLTER EURO-CORDEX Climate Service, 2020).
For bulk retrievals, it is possible to harvest data from B2SHARE via wget or by using the B2SHARE REST-API. The overall
metadata of a B2SHARE record, fetched via the REST API, contains a link to the file bucket of the record. The metadata of
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the file bucket contains information such as the mimetype, URLs of the files and checksums. The files can be downloaded by
the file URLs with common tools, e.g. wget. After downloading the files the data can be validated, to avoid data corruption,
using the md5-checksums.
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6 Benefits for LTER community
These regional climate scenario data are intended for the ecological research community, providing easy access to climate
190

scenario data and visualisations for general regional climate change assessments or for impact assessments. Selecting the parts
of the EURO-CORDEX data that a researcher may need and formatting the data correctly is time-consuming. It also requires
knowledge and skills that many ecologists do not have. Access to pre-processed and cookie-cut model data, through the
eLTER Information System, for their sites of interest will save LTER researchers time, and for some researchers it will provide
access to data resources that they will not previously have had; increasing their capabilities for long term ecological research.
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The eLTER regional climate change scenario data have already been used in ecological impact studies (e.g. Dirnböck et al.
(2018); Holmberg et al. (2018)). In Dirnbock et al. (2018) the site-based regional climate change scenario and deposition data
were used in connection with a dynamic soil model coupled to a statistical plant species niche model to explore expected plant
response to legislated reductions in nitrogen emissions. Holmberg et al. (2018) looked at the impacts of deposition and climate
change on soil conditions, using the regional climate change scenario data to explore long-term ecosystem impacts.
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By making a large ensemble of regional climate change information discoverable and accessible to the eLTER, and the wider
ecological research community, through the eLTER Information System (with its links to the site information and the datasets)
the utility of these datasets for ecological research is much improved. DEIMS-SDR is widely used within the LTER
community for the provision and search of site-based metadata. B2SHARE was the recommended repository for data to be
submitted to the eLTER Information System during the H2020 project and it will continue to be important during the
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development of the eLTER RI. Embedding the regional climate change scenario data within the systems (DEIMS-SDR and
B2SHARE) that are already familiar to LTER researchers for searching metadata on sites, and storing datasets collected from
those sites, should be beneficial and, assuming the eLTER RI is successfully established, available to researchers for an
extended period of time. The combination of providing site metadata, the observed datasets and the pre-processed climate
modelling data for each site through the eLTER Information System is a unique resource for LTER researchers.
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Additionally, closer links to observed data from eLTER sites should help improve the regional climate change scenario data as noted in Dirnbock et al. (2018) LTER sites are useful “reference systems for developing and validating ecological models.”
It is anticipated that environmental policy development will become increasingly reliant on research infrastructures like the
eLTER RI and the integrated ecosystem models they are enabling (Mirtl et al. 2018), streamlining the data and models into
the eLTER Information System should make this easier.

215

7 Technical information and limitations
To allow data users to evaluate whether the dataset and the associated service is applicable for their intended usage scenario,
processing details, technical properties as well as limitations, uncertainties and constraints are described in this section. This
information is also provided in each data granule in a disclaimer when the zip files are downloaded from B2SHARE. A guiding
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principle in the production of the eLTER regional climate scenario data was to add as little additional uncertainty to the data
220

product due to the processing as possible.
All data processing has been done using the Climate Data Operators (CDO, 2020) v1.9.1, developed and provided by the Max
Planck Institute for Meteorology (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, 2020). The CDO processing information is provided
in the history global attribute in each of the netCDF files.
No bias adjustment (Maraun, 2016) has been applied to the time series. This will be considered and included in the service for
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selected sites in the future based on meteorological observations of those sites, where this data can be made available (not all
the sites make meteorological observations). At the time of the generation of version 1 of the eLTER climate service datasets,
these site data were not yet included in the DEIMS-SDR. Especially with respect to threshold-related processes or climate
change indices, not having a bias adjusted time series is a limitation (Hoffmann et al., 2018). However, Casanueva et al. (2020)
point out the importance of suitable reference observations; given the large uncertainties of observational reference data
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(Kotlarski et al., 2018; Herrera et al., 2019; Prein and Gobiet, 2017) and considering the resolution mismatch between a gridded
product and the LTER sites, we refrained from using a non-site based meteorological time series as the basis for a bias
adjustment.
Additionally, no height correction has been applied to adjust the air temperature, e.g. via a constant lapse rate of 0.65K/100m,
from the altitude of the grid cell which corresponds to the model output to the altitude of the site. In areas with steep and highly
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variable topography, this can introduce substantial deviations between the model’s topography and the real altitude at the site.
If a user wants to use eLTER regional climate scenario data for such a site, this might be a strong limitation for the applicability
of the data. Snell et al. (2018) address the sensitivity of a forest landscape model to different climate datasets, height corrections
and downscaling methods over a mountainous area.
The time series are extracted from the original EURO-CORDEX RCM model grid using a bilinear resampling. This means
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that all four surrounding grid points of a site are considered for the time series generation (i.e., depending on the respective
distance of each of the model grid point centres to the site, the RCM grid points are weighted when calculating the spatial
mean from raw model output daily data). Using a four-point neighbourhood of the LTER site to derive the time series
introduces a smoothing but can also help to compensate for mismatches in land cover in the RCM and the local LTER site,
which has more influence on near surface meteorological fields in case of a nearest neighbour time series extraction.
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The land-ocean mask, i.e., whether a model grid point on the RCM grid is located over land or ocean, is deliberately not
considered; all four neighbouring RCM grid points are always used to calculate the site time series. The underlying assumption
is that the site is so close to an ocean or inland water body grid point in the RCM, this proximity would, in the real climate
system, also have an impact on the measurements at the site therefore such grid points are also considered. This might happen
at sites close to larger lakes or close to the coastline but may not be indicated in the time series datasets.
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The time series for the historical (1950 to 2005, based on observed GHGs) and the projection time spans (2006 to 2100, based
on the climate scenario RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP8.5 GHGs) have been merged into a single time span. This makes using the
individual time series easier, e.g., when calculating running climate indices and so forth. A downside of this is that if there are,
8
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e.g., two RCPs, 4.5 and 8.5, that a specific GCM has been run with, the historical timespan until 2005 is run only once. The
RCM, which is downscaling the GCM also follows this scheme. Hence, the extracted time series until 2005 would be identical
255

between the two C20-RCP4.5 and C20-RCP8.5 time series. The overall temporal coverage of the time series may vary, i.e.
some RCM simulations may start later than 1950 and some may end earlier than 2100-12-31. In addition, depending on the
model system, a standard calendar is not always used (i.e., 365 days and including leap years). Users are advised to use
processing tools which take account of the date and time information of the netCDF files, such as the Climate Data Operator
tools.
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The RCM ensemble, as retrieved and checksum-verified from ESGF, has not been altered when pre-processing data. Also no
additional checks, compliancy, plausibility or quality checks are done with the raw RCM data. Users should take this into
account when analysing data for a specific site. The version 1 dataset contains only EURO-CORDEX RCMs from dynamically
downscaling CMIP5 r1i1p1 GCM ensemble members (see Sect. 8 for updates). It must be noted that the regional climate
scenario data are solely based on dynamical downscaling of CMIP5 GCMs, as used in Jacob et al. (2014). If detailed evaluation
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of the RCM results in relation to meteorological observations is to be performed, the ERA-Interim reanalysis driven ensemble
should be used instead e.g. as in Kotlarski et al. (2014).
A very detailed guideline on the limitations, specific properties and the use and interpretation of regional climate scenario
ensemble dataset is provided by the EURO-CORDEX initiative (EURO-CORDEX guidelines, 2020). Kreienkamp et al.
(2012) also provides a guideline for best practice. The limitations and constraints of the data product needs to be considered
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before drawing any conclusions and/or using the data in further work.
Because the archive files and data file filenames can be quite long, problems might occur when unpacking data due to path
length limitations in Windows. To circumvent this issue: unzip the data at a higher directory level to avoid unnecessarily long
path names. The long filenames are used to ensure clear identification of the data and to associate the data unambiguously with
the respective sites.
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8 Datasets in context
The intention of offering the eLTER climate service data product is to specifically address the needs of the ecological research
user community. Providing access to pre-processed, site-based data through the eLTER information system should save
ecologists time and will open up these data to researchers who may not have the skills to work with RCM data directly.
DEIMS-SDR and B2SHARE offer open and simple access to data for ecological researchers. The intention for this section is
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to provide context for those ecological researchers who may not have used or had access to regional climate scenario data
before. It should be noted that some of the data resources included in this section may not have an open data policy but users
can freely access the data through the eLTER Information System as described in this paper.
Regional climate change has multiple effects on natural and human systems through changes in the physical system and the
abiotic drivers, impacting ecosystems, their functioning and services (Diffenbaugh and Field, 2013; Nolan et al., 2018; Runting
9
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et al., 2017). Europe’s future climate evolution is projected to be characterised by regionally varying air temperature and
precipitation changes (Kovats et al., 2014; Jacob et al., 2014). Climate projections show for example increases in long-term
mean European air temperature, as well as contrasting regional climate change signals of decreasing precipitation in Southern
Europe and increasing precipitation in the North. These changes could trigger ecological responses in plants and animal
communities.
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Regional climate models have a number of advantages over global climate models in reproducing regional features of the
climate system and producing data for applications (Giorgi 2019; Rummukainen, 2016). Regional climate change impacts on
ecosystem functioning or services are highly relevant for the eLTER network (Diffenbaugh and Field, 2013; Nolan et al., 2018;
Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2019; Runting et al., 2017; Holmberg et al., 2018; Dirnboeck et al., 2018). To make specific use of
climate change information across sectors and help distil the ever increasing data volumes from climate models (e.g., Overpeck
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2011) climate services (Hewitt et al., 2012) have evolved, which can be classified into different types (Visscher et al., 2020).
Overviews of existing climate information or services are available (Hewitt et al., 2017) and more recently specifically for
Europe by Cortekar et al. (2020).
Beyond the eLTER information system, and the regional climate scenario data that were specifically prepared and maintained
for the eLTER community and related research initiatives, a large number of climate services with a focus on Europe exist
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(Cortekar et al., 2020), with a large differentiation among different sectors (Bruno Soares et al., 2018). Data portals that also
make EURO-CORDEX data more easily accessible than a direct ESGF retrieval are, e.g. Climate4Impact, 2020 and the
Copernicus Climate Data Store (CDS, 2020; Buontempo et al., 2020), albeit not tailored to the eLTER or ecological
community.

9 Data availability
305

CORDEX regional climate data are available as open access research data (CORDEX, 2020) and the EURO-CORDEX data
that have been used to generate the regional climate scenario data for the eLTER project are free for non-commercial use. If
any commercial use is intended, the user has to make sure that the respective RCM ensemble members are under an unrestricted
terms of use, as indicated on the CORDEX website. An identification of each dataset is possible due to an unambiguous data
identification through the file metadata (netCDF) and the filename (netCDF and ASCII). The B2SHARE and DEIMS-SDR
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services are available free of charge for searching and download.
Each individual site (702 sites are available) dataset has its own DOI, available on the relevant B2SHARE record, and the
regional climate scenario datasets can be cited using these. To aid data discovery, a persistent B2SHARE lookup table has
been created which matches the DOIs of the individual B2SHARE record with each DEIMS site ID. This look up table is
available at http://doi.org/10.23728/b2share.bf41278d91b445bda4505d5b1eaac26c (eLTER EURO-CORDEX Climate
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Service, 2020). If new datasets are released, these will be made available on the relevant B2SHARE record. B2SHARE
datasets are versioned and every version has its own PID and DOI.
10
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10 Conclusions and outlook
The eLTER regional climate projections form a multi-functional regional climate scenario data repository for the ecological
research community using the EURO-CORDEX state of the art RCM ensemble as base data. It has expanded the eLTER
320

Information System following FAIR principles by making a range of RCM climate change scenario datasets and analysis easily
accessible and available on an individual site basis. This new functionality and associated datasets enhance and advance the
possibilities of ecosystem research. The data help researchers to describe the climate at sites, explore climate events in the past
and future, provide a basis for regional climate change assessments, and serve as input data for impact studies.
The official EURO-CORDEX data repository, as part of the ESGF federated storage infrastructure, changes over time mainly
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because more ensemble members are added by the international CORDEX consortium (for example more RCMs, version
changes of RCMs, dataset updates, dynamical downscaling of previously unconsidered GCM, GCM experiment or climate
scenarios) but there might also be withdrawal of RCM datasets. A local check-summed replica of the subset of the ESGF
repository relevant for eLTER is maintained and updated long-term at the JSC (JSC, 2020) as a basis for the cyclic updates of
the eLTER regional climate scenario data. The complete dataset will be updated and made available through B2SHARE and
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DEIMS-SDR when necessary, ensuring that the eLTER community continues to be provided with up-to-date regional climate
scenarios. Previous versions will remain available via B2SHARE and DEIMS-SDR. It is likely therefore, that the number of
ensemble members and time series will grow over time. The data product described in this paper is the first version, dated 1st
August 2019.
Future versions of this data product will feature multiple time series of the same variable for individual sites after a bias
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adjustment will have been applied utilising quality-checked and error-corrected meteorological observations from those
ecological research sites that make these data available through the DEIMS-SDR. Furthermore the eLTER information system
might be connected directly with climate services such as the Copernicus Climate Data Store through dedicated APIs, making
data retrievals for the ecological research sites even more efficient and flexible.
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Figure 1 Schematic Overview of the eLTER Information System components (source: eLTER Information System, 2020)
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Figure 2 Overview of European ecological research site locations for which data are provided based on the EURO-CORDEX RCM

575

ensemble. Dots: black: eLTER sites; red: other DEIMS-registered European LTER sites. Green line: Delimiter of the RCM focus
domain as defined in the EURO-CORDEX project; EUR-11 grid: 424x412 grid elements. The topography in grey is taken from a
WRF RCM (Knist et al., 2018) and based on the USGS GTOPO30 (USGS, 2020) global elevation dataset
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Figure 3 Example eLTER EURO-CORDEX climate scenario data visualisation for one of the TERENO sites in Western Germany:
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(a) near surface air temperature (tas) and (b) total precipitation (pr)
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Figure 5 DEIMS-SDR metadata viewer with the access to the climate information at the bottom

Figure 6 Data Discovery on the DEIMS-SDR site map

Variable name

Description

Temporal aggregation

Unit

tas

Near-surface air temperature

Daily mean

°C

tasmin

Near-surface air temperature

Daily minimum

°C

tasmax

Near-surface air temperature

Daily maximum

°C

pr

Precipitation

Daily total

mm

psl

Sea level pressure

Daily mean

hPa

huss

Near-surface specific humidity

Daily mean

kg kg-1

rsds

Surface downwelling shortwave radiation

Daily mean

W m-2

sfcWind

Near-surface wind speed

Daily mean

m s-1
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Table 1 Meteorological variables provided in dataset release 1 (depending on user demand, this list can be expanded).
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